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U.S. SUpreme CoUrt ISSUeS
New regUlatory takINgS opINIoN
Morgan L. Stringer1

Photograph of the St. Croix River courtesy of Jenni Konrad.

A

regulatory taking occurs when a government
regulation is so burdensome on a landowner that
the land effectively loses all economic value or
usefulness to that landowner. If this occurs, the Fifth
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution requires the
government to give the landowner “just compensation.”
In June, the U.S. Supreme Court issued a new ruling
regarding how private property boundaries should be
defined in regulatory takings cases.2
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In Murr v. Wisconsin, the Court addressed the question,
“What is the proper unit of property against which to
assess the effect of the challenged government action?”3 At
issue specifically in Murr was whether two contiguous lots
under common ownership should be considered as a whole
or as distinct pieces of property for takings purposes. If the
lots are considered as a whole, the government action may not
be considered a taking, as the combined lots may still retain
some economic value or usefulness. The narrower a property

is defined, the more likely it will be that the government
regulation is too burdensome, and thus, result in a regulatory
taking requiring compensation.
Background
The plaintiffs are siblings who received two adjacent lots
from their parents, Lot E and Lot F. The lots are located
along the St. Croix River in Troy, Wisconsin. The Murrs’
parents purchased the lots separately, and the lots were
owned separately by the family business and the parents
personally. The lots were transferred to the Murr siblings
in common ownership in the mid-1990s.4 The siblings wanted
to relocate a cabin on Lot F to a different section of the
same lot. They planned to sell Lot E to cover the costs of
the relocation project.

At issue specificAlly in Murr wAs
whether two contiguous lots under
coMMon ownership should be considered
As A whole or As distinct pieces of
property for tAkings purposes.
The St. Croix River is a federally designated Wild and
Scenic River and development is limited in the area to
preserve the scenic and recreational values of the river.
Wisconsin regulations prohibit the use of lots as building
sites unless “they have at least one acre of land suitable
for development.”5 Due to the terrain of Lot E and Lot F,
each lot had less than one acre suitable for development.
Lots that do not meet this requirement may be allowed as
building sites if one of two conditions are met: 1) the lot was
in separate ownership from abutting lands on January 1,
1976 or 2) the “lot by itself or in combination with an
adjacent lot or lots under common ownership in an existing
subdivision has at least one acre of net project area.”6
Adjacent lots under common ownership, however, may
not be sold or developed as separate lots if they don’t
meet the minimum size requirements.
These regulations, which were also incorporated into
the St. Croix County zoning ordinances, prohibited the
Murrs’ development plans. Because the adjacent lots were
under common ownership and neither met the minimum
size requirements, they could not be sold or developed
separately. In a sense, the lots had become one. The Murrs,
however, could use the larger combined lot as a building site
as it would meet the one-acre requirement. The Murrs sought
a variance from the St. Croix County Board of Adjustment
to allow the separate sale or use. The Board denied the Murrs’
request and the state courts upheld the Board’s decision.

Lower Court Rulings
With their procedural remedies with the Board exhausted,
the Murrs filed a regulatory takings claim in the St. Croix
County Circuit Court. They claimed that the state and
county regulation deprived them of all use of Lot E,
because it could not be sold or developed as a separate
lot. The circuit court held that there was no regulatory
taking, because the Murrs could still use the property in
other ways, including repairing the existing cabin or
building a structure across the two lots.7
The Wisconsin Court of Appeals affirmed, finding
that the regulations did not effect a regulatory taking. The
appellate court ruled that the petitioners could not reasonably
have expected to use the lots separately, because they
should have known about the existing regulations. In
addition, the regulation’s impact on the property value
was less than ten percent.8 The property, therefore, retained
some economic value. The Supreme Court of Wisconsin
declined to hear the case, but the U.S. Supreme Court
granted certiorari.
U.S. Supreme Court
The U.S. Supreme Court’s opinion, written by Justice
Anthony Kennedy, pointed out that there was no brightline rule for when a regulatory taking occurred but rather
a balancing test. This balancing test weighs the government’s
interest in public good against the individual’s property
rights. So, the ultimate question then is the balance
between a regulation’s impact on property value against
the remaining value of the property. The Court pointed
out that before this balancing test can take place, the
“denominator question,” or the bounds of the property,
must be determined.9
The denominator question is vital to regulatory
Takings Clause cases. The denominator is the total value
of the property burdened by the regulation, which is then
weighed against the economic burden of the regulation.
This is significant because the larger the denominator,
then the more burdensome a regulation must be to find a
regulatory taking.
The Court outlined four factors that courts must
consider to answer the “denominator question.” The
factors are: “(1) the treatment of the land under state and
local law, (2) the physical characteristics of the land, and
(3) the prospective value of the land.”10 The answers to
these inquiries will determine whether “reasonable
expectations about property ownership would lead a
landowner to anticipate that his holdings would be treated
as one parcel, or, instead, as separate tracts.”11
The first factor, treatment of the land under state
and local law, should be given great weight, particularly
to how the land is divided. A reasonable landowner should
October 2017 • The SandBar • 5
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know about restrictions that were in effect before he took
ownership, as well as regulations that take place after or due
to a change in land ownership.12
The second factor requires courts to examine the
physical characteristics of the property. These characteristics
include “the physical relationship of any distinguishable
tracts, the parcels to topography, and the surrounding
human and ecological environment.”13 Another physical
characteristic that may be considered is if the property is
in an area that is “subject to or may become subject to,
environmental or other regulation.”14
Third, the court must determine the property value
under the regulation at issue. The Court directed courts
considering this issue to pay close attention to the regulated
property’s effect on other property values. The Court
stated that if other properties increase in value due to the
regulated property’s loss in value, then that property value
factor will balance out.15
6 • The SandBar • October 2017

After examining these four factors in the context of
the Murrs’ case, the Court found that the first factor
weighed in favor of the State of Wisconsin, because
regulations for property mergers are used frequently and
are legitimate. Furthermore, the Murrs should have
known that the land would be treated as a single property
when they acquired the property as common land
owners.16 Secondly, under the physical characteristics
test, the Court reasoned that the terrain and narrowness
of the Murr property indicated that the lots’ reasonable
uses are limited. Additionally, since the land is adjacent
to the St. Croix River, then the landowners should have
anticipated regulation.17 Third, the properties are worth
more together than each lot being sold separately.18
Furthermore, more value is added by merging the
properties together due to the resulting increased privacy,
a larger recreational area, and more land for property
improvements.19 Therefore, the Court held that Lots E and

F were merged and should be treated as a single parcel,
thereby affirming the ruling of the Wisconsin Court
of Appeals.
Once the Court determined the proper denominator
was the merged lots, the court easily concluded that there
was no compensable regulatory taking. The Murrs have
not had all economic use of the property destroyed by the
regulation. The Court suggested that the plaintiffs could
use the property for residential purposes. Furthermore,
the property value decreased by less than ten percent due to
the regulation. Additionally, the Murrs have no reasonable
expectation of being able to sell the land separately,
because the regulation that merged the properties existed
before they became common owners, and they should
have known that. Furthermore, the regulation was
reasonable, because the regulation was enacted through
coordination between federal, state, and local government
to preserve the St. Croix River and the nearby land.20
Dissent
Chief Justice John Roberts dissented. He agreed with the
Court’s decision that there was no regulatory taking.
However, Roberts disagreed with the use of the factor
test to define the denominator. Roberts argued that state
law should determine how the property at issue is
defined.21 After the denominator is determined under
state law, then Roberts would proceed with the balancing
test to determine if there was a regulatory taking,
including economic impact of the regulation, the owner’s
investment backed expectations, and the character of the
regulation.22 Roberts also argued that the denominator
analysis set forth by the majority favors the government,
because it will lead to definitions of the “parcel” that are
based on the reasonableness of government regulation
that property owners should have anticipated.23 Roberts
was also concerned that this could lead to lots being
single parcels for one takings claim and separate parcels
for another, which would be “just another opportunity to
gerrymander the definition of private property to defeat
a takings claim.”24
Conclusion
Going forward, the lower courts will evaluate the
denominator in takings claims under the new four-factor
test set forth by the U.S. Supreme Court. This may lead to
more court rulings that adjacent or connected property
holdings should be considered as a single parcel for the
purposes of a takings analysis. In turn, this may lead to less
findings of regulatory takings requiring compensation.
This could enable the government to impose more
regulations without having to compensate property owners.
The balancing test established by the court still would

allow for regulations to be weighed against individual
parcels of land, but the burden of reaching that standard
is higher now. If the court finds that the “denominator”
should be individual parcels, then the state may have to pay
large sums of money to compensate for regulatory taking.
Under the Supreme Court’s analysis, property owners
have to be much more aware of how their property
will be classified and what regulations may be impose.
Otherwise, property owners may be caught off guard if a
regulation is not deemed a taking when their land is
considered as a “parcel as a whole.”
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oregoN oySter aNd daIry FarmS at oddS
Kaelyn Barbour1

Photograph of Tillamook Bay courtesy of Ronald Woan.

I

n 2016, Hayes Oyster Company filed a lawsuit in
federal district court against the Oregon Department
of Environmental Quality (DEQ) alleging that
Tillamook dairy farm practices were polluting the
watershed and affecting the water quality. The company
claimed that water quality standards set by the DEQ did
not adequately regulate the discharge of fecal coliform in
shellfish habitat. Although the court dismissed the suit
for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, the case highlights
the complex balance of the environmental management
of conflicting industries.
Background
In 1928, Jesse Hayes, founder of Hayes Oyster Company,
planted oyster seed in the Tillamook Bay after neighboring
Netarts Bay’s oyster population was depleted.2 Hayes’
8 • The SandBar • October 2017

grandson runs the operation today, leasing 600 acres of
oyster plats in Tillamook Bay for its shellfish growing
operation. The company alleges that pollutants from nearby
dairy farms are threatening its business.
The DEQ regulates the commercial oyster industry
in Tillamook Bay in accordance with its Tillamook
Management Plan for Commercial Shellfish Harvesting
(Plan). The Plan is designed to comply with the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration’s National Shellfish
Sanitation Program (NSSP).3 The NSSP sets standards
for commercial fish harvesting, including standards for
the allowance of fecal coliform bacteria in waters that
grow shellfish.
In addition to NSSP standards, Oregon must comply
with § 303(d) of the Clean Water Act, which requires the
state to set Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) for waters

that the state identified as “impaired.”4 TMDLs set the
amounts of pollutants that can be discharged into the
watershed. Hayes asserted that the TMDLs set by the
DEQ for Tillamook Bay are not reasonably calculated to
meet water quality standards for shellfish growing waters.
TMDLs
There are two types of TMDL allocations: 1) wasteload
allocations and 2) load allocations. Wasteload allocations
include point sources, such as wastewater treatment plants
or concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs),
subject to the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System permitting program. Load allocations are developed
for nonpoint sources, like runoff that contains pollutants
from multiple sources, such as manure from dairy farms.
Hayes took issue with the DEQ’s determinations
regarding both types of TMDL allocations. First, the company
alleged that the DEQ established wasteload allocations
that did not meet water quality standards for growing
shellfish for all of Tillamook Bay. Hayes argued that the
current wasteload allocations only allow certain portions
of Tillamook Bay to meet water quality standards for
growing shellfish. Hayes contended that the DEQ’s TMDL
for 2001 for Tillamook Bay is deficient, because it does
not meet the TMDL standard required by § 303(d).
Second, Hayes took issue with the DEQ’s alleged
adoption of a “zero load allocation” for dairy farms with
CAFO permits. The terms of the CAFO permits require
zero discharge to surface waters; however, manure
application is allowed when done in accordance with an
Animal Waste Management Plan. The oyster company
argued that runoff from manure land application is
discharged into surface water, increasing fecal coliform
bacteria levels and affecting the water quality for shellfish.
The oyster company made a number of additional
claims in its complaint, including public nuisance and
unconstitutional taking of property under the state and
federal constitutions. The DEQ moved to dismiss the case
for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.
Subject Matter Jurisdiction
The court granted the DEQ’s motion to dismiss citing four
reasons. First, the court reasoned that the unjust taking of
property under the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
should have been brought in state court first. Second, the
court reasoned that all of Hayes’ claims are barred by
Eleventh Amendment sovereign immunity. The only way
to overcome this sovereign immunity is if a state, or state
agency and its officials, waives immunity by making it
clear that it submits to federal jurisdiction. The court
determined that the DEQ did not submit to federal
jurisdiction in this instance. Third, the court ruled the

Photograph of Netarts Bay courtesy of
Outlier Solutions, Inc., and LightHawk.

Hayes could not seek injunctive relief in federal court
using its state law claims, because sovereign immunity also
covered the state law claims. Finally, the court ruled that
it did not have subject matter jurisdiction over the case
because the public nuisance claim did not involve a federal
question—nuisance is a state law claim.5
Conclusion
Although the case was dismissed, Hayes Oyster Company
has indicated that it will refile in Oregon state court.6
Hayes noted that it has been unable to harvest oysters
during eight of the past ten seasons due to elevated
bacteria levels.7 Area dairy farmers maintain that they are
adequately regulated and that other sources contribute to
fecal coliform bacteria in the area.8
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aN UNpreCedeNted overrIde
IN FISherIeS maNagemeNt
leadS to UNCertaINty
Morgan L. Stringer1

Photograph of a flounder courtesy of Roban Kramer.

L

ast January, the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
Commission (ASMFC) determined that New
Jersey was out of compliance with the region’s
summer flounder fishery management plan (FMP). In
July, Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross overruled the
Commission determination. The Secretary’s unprecedented
action has left many unsure about how FMPs will be
enforced in the future.
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Background
The ASMFC is the result of an interstate compact between
Atlantic coastal states, and it works in coordination with
NOAA and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to manage
fisheries along the Eastern United States. Pursuant to the
Atlantic Coastal Fisheries Cooperative Management Act,
the ASMFC prepares and adopts fishery management
plans (FMPs) to manage Atlantic coastal species.2 Member

states are required to implement and enforce FMPs
adopted by the ASMFC.3 ASMFC annually reviews each
state’s implementation and enforcement of the FMPs
and reports those findings to the Secretary of Commerce
and Interior (Secretaries). If the ASMFC finds that a state
is not complying with FMPs, it must notify the Secretaries
who are required to undertake a review and make a
determination regarding noncompliance. If the Secretaries
find that a state has failed to carry out its responsibilities,
the Secretaries are directed to declare a moratorium for
fishing in the fishery in question within the waters of the
noncompliant state.4
One of the species managed by the ASMFC is summer
flounder. Overfishing is a serious issue for the summer
flounder population. Summer flounder are 42% below the
population level considered necessary for sustainability.
Further, the population decreased nearly 25% from the
flounders’ peak population in 2010.

suMMer flounder Are 42%
below the populAtion level
considered necessAry for
sustAinAbility.
An assessment found that if the summer flounder
population falls another 14%, then the population would
reach critical threshold.5 Reaching this threshold would
mean that ASMFC would be required to impose strict
quotas and region-wide bans on catching the flounder.6
To increase the sustainability and prevent summer
flounder from approaching this critical threshold, the
ASMFC imposed new minimum size requirements and
catch limits for the summer flounder fishery.
New Jersey rejected the ASMFC’s new rules and
formulated its own, less-stringent plan. New Jersey
claimed that its plan would effectively preserve the
summer flounder population within the state.7 The
ASMFC rejected New Jersey’s plan and found the state
out of compliance with the summer flounder FMP.8 New
Jersey state officials urged the Secretary of Commerce
Wilber Ross to intervene in the dispute, claiming the
ASMFC’s restrictions would lead to the “destruction” of
recreational flounder fishing.9
Secretary Ross’s Override of ASMFC
In July, Secretary Ross notified the ASMFC that he found
New Jersey to be in compliance with the summer founder
FMP, finding that the New Jersey plan was adequate to

accomplish summer flounder sustainability.10 According
to the ASMFC, this is the first time the Secretary has
failed to uphold an ASMFC finding of noncompliance.11
The Secretary’s decision quickly drew controversy from
conservationists, officials, and scientists, in part because of
its unprecedented nature and because he failed to seek input
from the Regional Administrator of NOAA Fisheries’
Greater Atlantic Region Office.12
What Happens Now?
There are some who praise Secretary Ross’s decision as
curbing overregulation in the fishing industry.13 However,
many critics of the Secretary’s decision worry that his
actions set a dangerous new precedent. Fish do not respect
state boundaries and interstate cooperation is essential
to successful management of marine stocks. The
Secretary’s action could completely derail the ASMFC’s
efforts to prevent the decline in summer flounder stocks.
Fishermen in Rhode Island are already calling for the
state to make its own rules and ignore the ASMFC’s
summer flounder regulations.14 In the future, states might
refuse to follow the FMPs for other stocks as well, with
potentially far-reaching consequences for the health of
the marine environment and the sustainability of the
fishing industry.
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INtertIdal roCkweed:

prIvate property or a
State owNed marINe reSoUrCe?
Alexandra Chase1

B

riefing recently concluded in Maine’s highest court
to determine if intertidal rockweed, a species of
seaweed, is private property or a public resource
subject to management by the state of Maine for commercial
harvest. Oral arguments to determine ownership rights of
this valuable marine resource are scheduled for this fall.
Background
Rockweed is a marine algae that grows on rocks and other
hard surfaces in parts of Europe and on the northeastern
coast of North America. Once a rockweed plant has
attached to a surface it will remain there, often surviving
for decades. Commercial harvesting companies collect
rockweed for use in agricultural products, animal feed
additives, and human food, health and beauty products
and supplements.
Maine has over 3,000 miles of rocky coastline and is
home to one of the most fruitful seaweed habitats in the
world.2 The vast majority of seaweed harvested in Maine is
rockweed, and with an annual value of $20 million, it is one
of Maine’s most valuable commodities.3 The Maine
Department of Marine Resources (DMR) manages the
harvest of rockweed by determining the location, setting
harvest restrictions (e.g., amount, minimum height), and
issuing commercial licenses.
In late 2015, several coastal property owners sued
Acadian Seaplants, a prominent global seaweed company,
for harvesting rockweed from their private intertidal
property without permission.4 Under the Public Trust
Doctrine in Maine, there is a limited public right to traverse
private intertidal areas for the purposes of fishing, fowling,
and navigation. The primary legal question facing the court
was whether rockweed harvesting falls within the scope of
the public trust easement. If it did, Acadian Seaplants
would have the right to harvest. If not, the private property
owners would have the right to block access.
12 • The SandBar • October 2017

Trial Court Ruling
In March 2017, the Maine Superior Court ruled in favor of the
upland property owners, ruling that the “rockweed/seaweed
growing in the intertidal zone is private property owned
exclusively by the [land] owner, and is not owned by the
State in trust for the public.”5 Citing prior case law, the
court held that the right to take seaweed is a “right to
take a profit from the soil” which belongs to the property
owner.6 Such rights, which are also known as a “profit a
prendre,” also include the right to harvest timber or mine
gravel. A landowner may sell or give permission to a
company or person to remove the soil or products of
the soil, but the state cannot authorize an entity to do so
without the property owner’s consent.
The trial court considered whether the harvest of
rockweed from the intertidal zone was a protected use
pursuant to the Maine Public Trust Doctrine. The intertidal
zone is the area of land between the highest and lowest
ebb of the tide. The Colonial Ordinances of the 1640s
established the low water mark as the dividing line between
private property and submerged state owned lands, thereby
granting upland owners title to the intertidal land. Maine
is one of only five “low water” states where private title
extends to the low water mark. Submerged lands below
the low water mark belong to the state of Maine. Maine
has the authority to permit the harvest of seaweed from
state-owned lands. The problem in harvesting rockweed
is that it primarily grows in the intertidal zone.
The Colonial Ordinances recognized and reserved limited
public rights within the intertidal zone. Private intertidal
land is subject to a public easement for fishing, fowling,
and navigation.7 The Maine Supreme Court held in
McGarvey v. Whittredge that the terms “fishing, fowling, and
navigation” provide context, but do not exclusively define
the scope of public rights. The McGarvey court set forth
a two-step analysis to determine whether the public has a right

Photograph of rockweed courtesy of Susannah Anderson.

to undertake a particular activity in the intertidal area. Maine
courts must ask first, whether the activity falls readily with
the express rights of “fishing, fowling, and navigation.”
If not, the court must consider whether the common law
should be understood to include the activity.
With respect to the first question, the trial court found
that the harvesting of rockweed did not fall within the
three traditional uses. Rockweed is a terrestrial plant and
the court found rockweed harvesting to be more similar
to the activities of cutting down trees or hunting wildlife
than traditionally accepted fishing activities, such as
lobster trapping or “dropping a line for fish.”8 Turning to
the second question, the court failed to find support in
the common law for recognizing rockweed harvesting as
a public right. This finding was based primarily on the
court’s earlier conclusion that previous cases in Maine had
classified seaweed harvesting as a right to take a profit in
the soil that belonged to the property owner.
Conclusion
Acadian Seaplants has appealed the case to the Maine
Supreme Judicial Court. The trial court’s decision has
been stayed pending the appeal, and the ownership rights

to rockweed remains unsettled. In August, the Pacific Legal
Foundation and the Property and Environment Research
Center filed an amicus brief in support of the property
owners, revealing the case is beginning to get some national
attention from property rights advocacy groups. Oral
arguments are scheduled for later this year. This will be
an important case to watch as the Maine Supreme Court’s
ruling will have implications for both private property rights
and public management of a valuable resource.
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the CoNtINUINg JoUrNey oF wotUS:
trUmp admINIStratIoN takeS aCtIoN to
repeal obama era rUle
Morgan L. Stringer1

O

n February 28, 2017, President Trump issued
an Executive Order directing the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (Corps) to evaluate the “waters of the United
States” (aka WOTUS) rule.2 The EPA and Corps promulgated
the rule in 2015 in an effort to clarify what waters are subject
to federal authority under the Clean Water Act (CWA). In July,
the agencies formally announced their intention to repeal
the WOTUS rule.3

those permanent waters.9 Justice Anthony Kennedy in his
concurring opinion offered a somewhat more expansive
view, arguing that waters are covered by the Clean Water
Act if they have a “significant nexus” to “traditional
navigable waters.” The split among the justices in Rapanos
and the multitude of opinions – a plurality, two concurring,
and two dissents – resulted in immediate and persistent
confusion. Despite decades of litigation, the appropriate
scope of jurisdiction remained unclear.

Muddying the Waters
One of the Clean Water Act’s (CWA) provisions bans
unauthorized pollutant discharges into navigable waters.4
“Navigable waters” is defined by statute as “the waters of
the United States, including the territorial seas.”5 Because
that definition does not provide much guidance,
responsibility falls to the EPA and Corps to further
define the term through agency regulations and guidance.
A regulatory definition of WOTUS was first issued by the
agencies in the 1980s and amended several times in the
subsequent decades.6 The regulation is a frequent visitor
in federal court.
The U.S. Supreme Court addressed the proper scope
of WOTUS under the Clean Water Act most recently in
2006.7 In Rapanos v. United States, the Court held that the
“waters of the United States” should be defined as
constitutionally broad as possible.8 However, when it came
to answering how expansive the “waters of the United
States” definition should actually be, the Court struggled.
Rapanos v. United States did not result in a majority
opinion. In a plurality opinion (meaning there was no clear
majority), Justice Antonin Scalia proposed that the “waters
of the United States” should be defined as “relatively
permanent, standing, or continuously flowing bodies of
water” that connect to traditionally navigable bodies of water
and to “wetlands with a continuous surface connection to”

The Institution of the Rule, Critics, and Supporters
Following the Rapanos decision, the EPA and Corps sought
to clarify what waters fell under CWA jurisdiction. At first,
the agencies provided direction through the issuance of
guidance documents. Then, in 2015, the EPA and Corps
issued formal regulations revising the “waters of the
United States” definition. The rule set forth an
interpretation of WOTUS that would include within its
scope large bodies of waters such as lakes and rivers,
wetlands adjacent to such waters, and tributaries of these
protected waters and wetlands.10 The definition also
included intermittent wetlands, which are dry during some
part of the year.11
The 2015 regulation was highly controversial. Real estate
developers, farmers, and other industry representatives
strongly opposed the new rule. Critics of the rule believed
it would halt economic growth and was an overreach of
federal power.12 Some critics even stated that the rule
would allow the federal government to regulate puddles.13
Supporters believed that this rule was the best way to
preserve habitats and drinking water.14 Environmental
groups argued that if upstream water sources are not
protected, then the larger navigable ones cannot be
protected.15 Additionally, they pointed out that states often
lack sufficient resources to regulate and enforce antipollution measures.16
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WOTUS Blocked
The WOTUS controversy led to multiple states filing
suit in multiple jurisdictions. In North Dakota v.
Environmental Protection Agency, a U.S. district court
granted an injunction to prevent WOTUS from going
into effect. The court held that the new definition of
tributaries was too broad, because the waterways did
not have a “chemical, physical, and biological integrity”
effect on navigable-in-fact waters.17 Additionally, the
district court held that WOTUS violated the
Administrative Procedure Act, because the final rule
was not a “logical outgrowth” of the proposed rule.18
The court granted an injunction to keep WOTUS from
going into effect in those states that brought suit.

the rule set forth An interpretAtion
of wotus thAt would include
within its scope lArge bodies of
wAters such As lAkes And rivers,
wetlAnds AdjAcent to such wAters,
And tributAries of these protected

How “waters of the United States” will be defined in the
future is uncertain, but the same cannot be said for
controversy and litigation over the issue.
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